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Pink Birthday Balloon Arch 

Borun Balloon Factory is an excellent balloon 

manufacturer and has its own Qianjia balloon 

brand, using professional balloon manufacturing 

technology to produce pink birthday balloon 

arches. This is a colorful and higher quality balloon 

arch, the main product of the pink balloon arch is 

mainly composed of pink retro balloons and meat 

pink matte balloons, can be suitable for birthday 

decoration or this party decoration. Pink birthday 

balloon arch is the balloon arch style that 

customers often purchase. 

 

 

Product Description 

The pink birthday balloon arch is operated by professional production operators in the 

production process, which greatly reduces the balloon damage in the production process, so a 

lot of waste is reduced in the production cost of the balloon, so the balloon of Borun balloon 

factory is very cheap.  

 

In order to ensure the output of high quality balloons, after the completion of the balloon 

production and before delivery to customers, we have more professional quality inspection 

personnel to manually test the integrity of the balloon, to ensure that customers received a 

perfect balloon. Each balloon arch set will be fully matched and packed in carefully designed 

packaging before delivery. Each customer will receive a set of balloons and a balloon garland 

set with complete parts. 

  

 

The Pink Birthday Balloon Arch is the balloon factory's definition of this balloon product. The 

pink Birthday balloon arch is mainly composed of pink retro balloons, meat pink matte balloons 

and rose gold metal balloons, including 5 inch balloons, 10 inch balloons, 12 inch balloons and 

18 inch balloons. And in the use of diverse scenes can be used as birthday decoration, family 

party decoration, baby shower decoration and so on. The assembly process of the pink 

birthday balloon arch is very simple. Each size of balloon has standard air charging. In the 

balloon arch kit, there are glue points, balloon chains and fishing lines. 

  

The product packaging of pink Birthday balloon arch includes paper cards and balloon making 

tools. If you order more than 500 sets of each style at one time, we can accept your 

customized packaging of balloon arch set, customize your paper card plate, and help you 

redesign your new paper card of balloon garland products. 
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After 20 years of production technology of balloon balloon iteration and 15 years of export 

experience accumulation, the embellish the balloon arch factory have mature production team 

and business team, can undertake any country about the balloon order, when you want to 

order the balloon products, there will be professional business people and you communicate, 

after the order will have professional production workshop staff to prepare the goods for you.  

 

In terms of balloon export and transportation, we have long-term cooperation with forwarders 

to deliver goods for you. We support sea transportation, air transportation, railway 

transportation and express delivery to ensure that your goods can be delivered safely and 

quickly. 

  

If you want to wholesale pink birthday balloon arch, please send us an inquiry sheet or call us, 

I can send you balloon arch set free samples, we can provide you with discounted balloon arch 

when you place an order. 

 


